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 Shreeram Lagoo, Kader Khan, . It features music composed by Anu Malik. The film was a commercial success, earning over in theatrical run. Plot Sardar Bhindranwale (Shreeram Lagoo) the chief of the Khalistan movement, and chief minister of Punjab, holds the nation's highest state offices, but is soon to be assassinated by the rogue cop Dhannan (Raj Babbar) under orders of the Union's Home
minister, R. S. Gill. At the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in Washington, US (Ray Kurzweil), Ronald Fletcher (Raaj Kumar) is an FBI agent assigned to the case and his partner, Marcy (Michelle Borth), is a Kabbalah adept who helps him track down the plot. Despite knowing it was a setup, Fletcher is determined to take down the Khalistan movement, and he contacts a former CIA agent named
Griffin, (Kader Khan) who is still an active agent. Fletcher sends a message to him and, with the help of a duo of CIA agents named Singh and Khan, brings him to India. Sardar Bhindranwale is assassinated with the CIA being implicated for his assassination. Fletcher flies to Washington and tells President Bill Clinton of his role in the assassination. Clinton (who has been told of the meeting by his

chief of staff, Sidney Blumenthal), sends agents to India and they make it clear to Fletcher that the US is not going to change its policies. At the end, Fletcher gives a toast at a dinner party for the FBI and CIA, where they sing and dance to celebrate their success in putting down the Khalistan movement. Marcy calls up her mother and assures her that she has a job and is going to college. Fletcher goes
home and is surprised to see a wounded drugged-up kid in the living room and begins to question the wisdom of his decision. He calls up his contact at the FBI and tells him that the Khalistan movement is alive and kicking. Cast Raaj Kumar as Ronald Fletcher Raj Babbar as Dhannan Shreeram Lagoo as Sardar Bhindranwale Kader Khan as Griffin Michelle Borth as Marcy Suresh Oberoi as Malik

Raza Murad as Akhtar Simran as Karanbir Arif Zakaria as Prakash Dinesh H 520fdb1ae7
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